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Preface
In order to demonstrate that I am capable of finishing a Master at the Radboud University. I present
you herewith my bachelor thesis a research on the theme of climate adaptation. This bachelor thesis
is the final component of my Society & Environment Pre-Master at the Radboud University in
Nijmegen. The choice for the theme of climate adaptation originates from my Delta Management
Bachelor at the HZ University of Applied sciences in Vlissingen, where climate change has been an
important element throughout every course and where adaptation and mitigation go together and
rely on one and other. Personal interest has grown over the years and the capability of adaptation of
human and nature astound me every day. Therefore I would like to start the master Corporate
Sustainability in September, since I do believe humans can make a change but that it should not only
rely on governmental initiatives.
During the research I focused on the climate adaptation approaches of two delta cities determined by
the strong character of both cities. One city is located in the Rhine-Meuse delta of the Netherlands the
of city Rotterdam. The second city New Orleans is located in the third largest fluvial system in the world
the Mississippi river delta located in the United states.
I would like to thank everyone for their contribution to my Bachelor thesis. First of all I would like to
thank my thesis supervisor Irene Dankelman. She assisted me with feedback and personal advise from
the beginning until the end. The way of communication and coaching provided the guidance I needed
during the last months and is much appreciated. I would also like to take this opportunity to wish her
a joyful and healthy retirement. Further I would like to thank everyone who I was allowed to interview
and who provided me with much appreciated information. And last I would like to thank my family and
friends who supported and advised me during this period.
I hope you will find my thesis about the adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam
interesting and relevant. Joyful readings!
Judy Pattiasina
Amsterdam, 02-04-2019
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Abstract
Climate change and global warming are the definitions of the 21st century. For the first time in
human history the carbon dioxide concentrations passed the boundary of 400 ppm (particles per
million) on May 9th in 2013. This significant amount of carbon dioxide particles is not measured over
the past 800.000 years. The consequences of climate change are short and long term a future risk
human and nature. Over 50% of the global population is settled in coastal areas and 75% of all
relative large cities in the world are located in or near a delta. Therefore the delta cities are not only
at greater risk for the consequences of climate change, but many citizens are at risk as well.
Over the last decades climate change has been more frequently seen in the media and agendas of
national governments. As a result of the growing international attention for climate change and the
indirect and direct impacts consequences of climate change raised the awareness of national and
local governments. The climate change adaptation approaches often consist of one or multiple
strategies such as: a resiliency strategy, adaptation strategy, mitigation strategy or different climate
change initiatives. More often than seen before in history national governments and cities create an
climate change adaptation approach. C40 and 100 Resilient Cities are progressive and strong network
platforms for cities all over the world working on the economic, environmental and social resiliency
of societies in cities. The networks C40 and 100 Resilient Cities have two important similarities both
cities New Orleans and Rotterdam are member cities of the global networks.
For this research two adaptation approaches are compared therefore two delta cities are selected
New Orleans and Rotterdam. This research’s research question is: What are the climate change
adaptation approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and Rotterdam and what are the key
differences and similarities? These cities are chosen on similarities and differences, both cities are
located in a delta area. Besides the similarities the cities are also chosen for their differences, located
in different countries and their different climate.
This research is executed by following the method considered for this research. This method
consisted out of desk research, literature review and semi-structured interviews.
Analytical guidance during this research was formed by the Culture Theory from Hofstede. The
Culture Theory is focusing on the differences and clarifications of cultures in countries by cultural
dimensions. A personality derives from experiences and influences from outside influenced the
shaping of a person’s personality. Within a country general values are often comparable that creates
a culture on national level.
Adaptation is defined in many different academic fields, the basic concept of adaptation is:
adaptations are those changes to the structure, object, concept of behavior of an organism or
business that improves its change of survival and success. Adaptation approaches on city or referred
to in this research as local level is of importance in order to limit the risks of disaster and protect
citizens from climate change effects. Creating an adaptation approach is often a long term approach
and can be defined in many different strategies.
The city of New Orleans in located in the so called bird foot shaped Mississippi Delta. Over the past
300 years New Orleans has seen many natural disasters such as hurricanes and tropical storms.
Hurricane Katrina destroyed parts of New Orleans in 2006. From that point New Orleans is recovering
economically, socially and environmentally. The population of New Orleans decreased from 484.674
before Katrina to 389.617 citizens in 2015. In July 2017 Mayor Mitchell J. Landrieu published the
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document ‘Climate Action for a resilient New Orleans’ this climate action is the first climate
adaptation report released by the city of New Orleans.
The strategy presents a vision for 2030 to create an accelerating short and long term action “In 2030,
New Orleans will have reduced our annual greenhouse gas pollution by 50% from what it is today”.
The climate action plan has selected four spearheads: Modernize our energy use, Improve our
transportation choices, reduce our waste and create a culture of awareness and action.
The US culture is strongly individual motivated but accepts the hierarchical order present, while
maintaining the standards and values, society is focused on achievements and material
compensations without many fears for the future and without restraining society while growing up.
The city of Rotterdam is located in the Rhine-Meuse Delta upstream the river. As the name of the
delta already indicates two rivers flow into the sea in The Netherlands. The river Rhine is one the
most important rivers in Europe crossing the boundaries of six countries. Rotterdam’s population has
been growing with 630.000 citizens in 2017. The Port of Rotterdam is the largest port of Europe and
in the top 10 globally. In October of 2013 mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb and city councilor for
sustainability Alexandra van Huffelen published the Rotterdam climate change adaptation strategy.
The main objective of the climate change adaptation strategy is making Rotterdam climate resistant
by 2025. The culture the Dutch culture is strongly individual motivated but accepts the hierarchical
order present, the willingness to adapt leads to the ability to discus and compromise and a less
restraint society. The adaptation strategy of Rotterdam is built in four layers the core consist out of
the robust flood defense system, followed by adaptation, expected to work together and connect
with the strategy and lastly increase the value of livability, society, economy and ecology.
The climate adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam diver significant from each other.
Rotterdam is further along the time line of adaptation than New Orleans. Rotterdam is more
experienced in the development of climate change approaches in comparison with New Orleans.
However, the core values of the strategies are the prepare and adapt for climate change. This by
involving citizens providing knowledge and create awareness. The differences of the approaches
towards climate change adaptation can be related back to the cultural values of the Netherlands and
the United states. The Dutch society is more focussed on long term solutions and a feminine society
and society of the United States is more focussed on short term action in a more masculine society.
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1 Introduction
This research is comparing the climate change adaptation approaches of two cities New Orleans,
Unites States and Rotterdam, The Netherlands. New Orleans and Rotterdam have been integrating
climate change approaches. New Orleans and Rotterdam are both delta cities, New Orleans is
located in the Mississippi delta in the United States and Rotterdam in the Rhine-Meuse delta in The
Netherlands. Although the cities have many different characteristics both cities need to adapt to
future risks such as climate change.

1.1 Climate change and the city
Climate change and global warming are the definitions of the 21st century. It cannot be denied that
the climate is changing combined with inevitable consequences for humans, animals and nature
(Environment, 2018). Although the climate is changing on earth for as long as the planet exists, and
the earth recovered from several ice ages. Although the climate on earth is changing for as long as
the planet exists, the current climate is accelerated changing an effect created by humans. The
significant rise of Greenhouse Gasses (GHG) in the atmosphere is one of the most influential change
in the climate (Roaf, Crichton, & Nicol, 2009). The GHG is a combination of multiple gasses with
different characteristics and different span of lifetimes, four of the gasses contribution directly to the
greenhouse effect and most commonly known are: Water vapor H₂O, Carbon dioxide CO₂, Methane
CH₄ and Ozone O₃. CO₂ Carbon dioxide. The characteristics and span of lifetimes are of importance
and influence the effect of the GHG on the climate. It determines the impact, even if the emissions
would decrease the effects would continue for the life span of the gasses (Mi, Guan, & Liu, 2019).
Carbon dioxide is a gas referred to most often and is released by human activities such as burning
fossil fuels and deforestation, but also by natural processes such as volcanic eruptions. The CO₂
concentration in the air is referred to as CO₂ ppm, CO₂ parts per million (NASA global climate change ,
2018). For the first time in human history the carbon dioxide concentrations passed the boundary of
400 ppm (particles per million) on May 9th in 2013. In April of 2014 the average of the whole month
was already above the 400 ppm. This significant amount of carbon dioxide particles is not measured
over the past 800.000 years. One of the consequences of climate change is temperature rise. If the
amount of GHG continues to raise the worldwide average temperature continues to rise (Peeters,
Groeteyn, & Jacobson, 2014). Many human activities contribute to an emission of greenhouse gasses
such as the fossil fuel industry. Not only the human activities emits greenhouse gasses, but activities
also eliminate the power of the earth to capture greenhouse gasses. Deforestation is one example of
human activity where people eliminate earths power, by cutting the trees which now do not store
greenhouse gasses anymore and do not emit oxygen any longer. Instead people burn the wood
which is an extra emissions of GHG. In addition to this the ground below the deforested area for
example in the rainforest area’s is often an layer of peat. Peat is a significant large depot of GHG, but
because of the removal of the threes the peat is now releasing the GHG. All together combined
deforestation accelerate the effects of climate change. Many of the consequences of climate change
accelerate the climate change impacts and the emissions of greenhouse gases. As last example I
would like to portray the effects of global warming by one example.
Climate change creates new and different weather patterns, temperatures are rising and changing in
insensitivity, the insensitivity of the precipitation is increasing, natural disasters are occurring more
frequently and sea levels are rising worldwide. The consequences of climate change are long term
and a future risk. The impact of climate change is undeniable for humans and environment on every
continent, every country and in every city but, difficult to predict. The risk, impacts and changes are
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diverse for every climate and location, even within one country the risks and impacts could
differentiate from province to province (Pachauri & Meyer, 2014).
Over 50% of the global population lives in coastal areas and 75% of all relative large cities in the
world are located in or near a delta. Therefore the delta cities are not only at greater risk for the
consequences of climate change, but many citizens are at risk as well (Huang-Lachmann & Lovett,
2016). As mentioned before, climate change creates more heatwaves, more frequent and extreme
precipitation and more periods of droughts in all cities not only in delta cities. Cities across the world
must prepare and adapt for these latter concerns, the combination of urbanization and climate
change can have a negative impact on economics, social and environmental condition. Since the
consequences of climate change influence the health of people, quality of life in neighborhoods,
employment productivity and comfort of buildings and homes (Rovers, Bosch, & Albers, 2014).
Contributing to the direct impacts of climate change on cities will also need to consider the indirect
impacts of climate change. The indirect impacts of climate change depend on the location of the city
and the national and international measures organized. The water quality and quantity is at risk and
could be reduced because of the expected temperature rise, possible heatwaves and increased water
use by agriculture and drinking water. Another indirect threat is energy transmission and distribution
could be overloaded because of the intensive demand for cooling. Although these indicated direct
and indirect impacts of climate change are currently already challenges for many cities and delta
cities. In addition to these indirect and direct impacts delta cities are as well threatened by natural
hazard events already which are most likely to increase in quantity and intensity. The current risks
combined with future indirect and direct impacts of climate change demands a short and long term
climate change adaptation approach (Worldbank, 2011).
Over the last decades climate change has been more frequently seen in the media and agendas of
national governments. A contribution to the media attention was the documentary ‘the inconvenient
truth’ of Al Gore and the research Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (Peeters,
Groeteyn, & Jacobson, 2014). But, the Paris climate conference (COP21) in December 2015 resulted
in the first-ever universal legally binding global climate deal. The Paris agreement is a global climate
deal in collaboration with 195 countries where is decided to limited the global temperature increase
to 2 degrees Celsius maximum (The Paris agreement, 2018).
As a result of the growing international attention for climate change and the indirect and direct
impacts consequences of climate change raised the awareness of national and local governments.
More often than seen before in history national governments and cities create an climate change
adaptation approach. The climate change adaptation approaches often consist of one or multiple
strategies such as: a resiliency strategy, adaptation strategy, mitigation strategy or different climate
change initiatives. The national and local climate adaptation approaches are mainly focusing on the
reduction of the greenhouse gasses emissions and limit the impact of the consequences of climate
change (Programmes, 2018). Therefore many cities draft an climate change adaptation approach
concerning future risks as well of for the current existing risks of climate change.
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1.2 Response from society
Many (climate change) adaptation initiatives started over the last decade as the table from the World
Bank ‘Guide to climate change adaptation in cities’ (2011) below shows (table 1). Many cities are
facing significant impact from climate change. Therefore over a decade ago many cities started
integrating climate change adaptation approaches. Because the differences between future climate
risks for cities are significant different as the climate change impact for countries the demand for
communication and a platform increased.

TABLE 1 GLOBAL, NATIONAL AND REGIONAL CITY NETWORKS FOR CLIMATE ACTION (WORLDBANK, 2011)

For this research and these particular cases I will focus on two organizations C40 and 100 resilient
cities. Both organizations focus on the adaptive and resilient capacity of cities and progressive
Mayors. Although the structure and motivation of the organizations are different (Worldbank, 2011).
C40 is a network of 96 cities around the world representing over 650 million citizens, and the
network of C40 represent every continent on the globe. C40 states that innovations and action
happens first in cities, “Cities are a leading force on climate action” (C40, C40, 2019). C40 is focused
on undertaking action on climate change by reducing GHG and climate risks by tackling this
improving health, wellbeing and economic opportunities of the citizens in urban environments. In
order to implement the focus points the network connects, inspire, advise and influence the
connected cities. The core focus areas are adjusted to the urban environment: Energy & Buildings;
Transportation & Urban Planning; Food, Water & Waste; and Adaptation implementation and Air
Quality. The focus areas are also ambitious targets for the cities the reach the targets of the Paris
Agreement (C40, 2017).
100 Resilient Cities is a network of 100 cities created by the Rockefeller Foundation on the
foundations centennial 2013. Each city was required to apply for the membership strictly judged by
the first members and a panel of experts searching for the most innovative mayors
(100Resilientcities, 2019). As the name of the network already states ‘100 resilient cities’ this
network is focusing on the resilient ability of cities. Resiliency is highly valued for every city and is not
only focusing on climate change it can be divided in social, economic and physical resiliency (Rodin,
2017). The city resilience frame of 100 resilient cities divided resilience essential systems in four
terms: Health & Wellbeing; Economic & Society; Infrastructure & Environment; and Leadership &
Strategy. Cities connected at the network of 100 resilient cities are assisted with funding, technical,
social and economic advice and the opportunity to learn from other cities and their approaches
5

(Silva, 2015).The start of the networks showed different approach as other networks and a different
perspective on how to operate the network. Although the differences are significant many initiatives
including the examples explained focus on the power, importance and opportunities of cities
regarding climate change adaptation and resiliency.
The networks C40 and 100 Resilient Cities have two more important similarities both cities New
Orleans and Rotterdam are member cities of the global networks. C40 and 100 Resilient Cities are
progressive, but also selective networks in order to become a member city. These networks created a
progressive and strong platform for cities all over the world in different continents and cultural,
social and economic environment. By creating a platform C40 and 100 Resilient Cities are a key
components that provide an overview of cities as a basis of knowledge for among other things also
this research.

1.3 Research Objective
This research is executed at the department of Geography, Planning and Environment of the
Radboud University. For that reason, this research is search for the approach towards climate change
adaptation of two different cities from two different countries in and two different continents.
Investigating the spatial actions, spatial policy and policy processes focusing mainly on the (city) local
level but also looking into the differences on different levels. The comparison will elaborate on the
differences and the similarities, and how and if spatial context plays a role. But, in order to
understand the spatial strategy decisions we need to look at the specifics and individuality of the
two approaches. In order to be able to find the research objective the research question is
established.
The aim of the research is correspond the characteristics relations between the climate change
adaptation strategies of two different cities. Understand the forces, similarities and differences
behind the adaptation strategies. The lessons learned from that create more understanding why
adaptation strategies are different and when the differences are of importance.
New Orleans and Rotterdam are both delta cities and both face different future risks. The
governance approach, motives and time management of the adaptation strategies can contribute to
the understanding of how and why adaptation strategies are being development.
Research Question
What are the climate change adaptation approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and
Rotterdam and what are the key differences and similarities?
Sub question 1
How are the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam
established?
Sub question 2
What are the key similarities of the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans and
Rotterdam?
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Sub question 3
What are the key differences of the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans
and Rotterdam?
As the research question already point out, this research will only focus on the similarities and
differences of the climate change adaptation approaches. Therefore the success or the
implementation of the climate change approaches of Rotterdam and New Orleans will not be
researched or compared.

1.4 Unit of analysis
As explained before this bachelor thesis is researching the adaptation approach of two cities, New
Orleans and Rotterdam. Therefore, the cities will be researched, this research will provide a small
introduction to the cities and include an explanation the local and national governmental system.
The background of cities are researched this also contributed to the decision to choose New Orleans
and Rotterdam. The cities were chosen on different similarities and differences such as location,
climate, demographics and development. They will probably have similarities since they are both
delta cities, but will probably also have differences since the cities are located in different parts of
the world. In addition to this the climate change adaptation approach of the cities are researched,
comparing the climate change adaptation approaches will create the content to be able to answer
the research question. Therefore, two different elements are being research in this bachelor thesis.
The concept of two cities as well as the approaches of two cities regarding a future risk.

1.5 Social relevance
Cities all over the world have many differences but, also many similarities. A city is a gathering of
people from different places with different backgrounds, religions and values that together create a
society. Over the last decade cities have been working on their resilience and adaptive capacity,
introducing climate adaptation approaches. To create a high safe and high quality of life for their
inhabitants and continue to the competition level with other cities (Roaf, Crichton, & Nicol, 2009). The
climate adaptation approaches of cities are short and long term oriented and therefore often directly
visible and in service of society. The climate adaptation approaches are as important for this
generation in the cities as for the next generations. This research focusses for that reason on the
differences and similarities of climate adaptation approaches of two different cities from two different
countries. The differences in governance and approaches are studied, including the involvement of
stakeholders. This research also considers what the cultural differences are on national level and how
the cultural differences of two different countries influence the climate adaptation approaches of
cities. The outcome of this research is therefore of importance for other governments, cities its
citizens. This comparison could create new insight for future collaborations between cities, how cities
could potential have similarities and ability to assist one and other. Also shows why some approaches
have a better fit with a particular culture or governance system. But, most important cities can inspire,
learn and transfer suitable knowledge regarding climate adaptation approaches.

1.6 Scientific relevance
Research shows that cities always had and still have the ability to adapt, by improvement of building
locations or change in use of materials and spaces (Roaf, Crichton, & Nicol, 2009). The last decades
many studies have been done on different topics regarding climate adaptation, mitigation and
resiliency. Combined the studies indicated are of high value for cities today in order to form a complete
7

and suitable adaptation approach (Peeters, Groeteyn, & Jacobson, 2014). For two different reasons
this research is of scientific relevance. First, many studies have been executed and many studies also
focused on the comparison of multiple cities. Limited research is done from a cultural perspective,
culture is an important element in the comparison of different cities from different countries. National
cultures determine how and why specific approach are initiated and implemented. Research between
climate adaptation approaches between different national cultures can provide a new insight with
relevance for the social and environmental science. Second, the adaptation approaches of New
Orleans and Rotterdam have two different motivations. The climate adaptations approach of New
Orleans originates from many natural disasters while the climate adaptation approach of Rotterdam
originates from a history of living and working with the water. Therefore this research points out the
differences of the climate adaptation approach when the motivation is significantly different.

1.7 Research framework
The research framework is displayed below in figure 1. The research framework is prearranged in five
different phases.

FIGURE 1 RESEARCH FRAMEWORK (DESIGNED BY JUDY PATTIASINA)

Phase 1 Starting the research with preparation and exploration on possible theories most adequate
for the research, research on the cities of New Orleans and Rotterdam and a suiting methodology.
After the research the potential theories and available information is scanned and analyzed.
Phase 2 The Theoretical frame work and methodology is drafted in combination with the search for
theory and information on adaptation approaches and the cases Rotterdam and New Orleans. Also in
this phase the correct theory is chosen which will guide the gathering and analysis of the information.
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Phase 3 The next phase focusses on the gathering of information from experts and involved
stakeholders in the climate adaptation approaches of Rotterdam and New Orleans. This information
will be exchanged by means of semi-structured interviews.
Phase 4 The results of the interviews and the gathered data are analyzed. During the analyzing process
the triangulation of the data is monitored and ensured.
Phase 5 Altogether the phases 1,2,3 and 4 delivered the required data and overviews to deliver the
research result on the case of Rotterdam and the case of New Orleans. From the results of both cases
a conclusion is written that will provide an answer the research question: How are the climate change
adaptation approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and Rotterdam established and what are the
key differences and similarities?
Phase 6 The final phase of the research is the reflection phase. In this phase an evaluation of the
research is carried out. During this evaluation critical points are defined and more elaborated on.

1.8 Reading structure
This research is organized into eight separate chapters, this in order to create more structure to the
research this structure provides an easy and clear read. As you already have read chapter 1 is the
introduction of subject, the objective and the framework of the research. Chapter 2 combines the
theoretical framework and the problem analysis. Chapter 3 introduces the theory used in the research
and covers the main subjects in this research. The theory is explained in the theoretical model that is
divided in more phases. The methodology of the research is explained in more detail in chapter 4. This
chapter explains in an in-depth description of how the phases of the research are executed. When the
different phases need to be carried out. Followed by which requirements are essential in order to
successfully complete this research. Chapter 5 is the detailed analysis of the gathered information
regarding the climate adaptation approach of case city New Orleans and an analysis of the city itself.
Chapter 6 is the detailed analysis and overview of the gathered information regarding the climate
adaptation approach of the case city Rotterdam and also an analysis of the city itself. The comparison
and difference analysis of the cities and the climate adaptation approach is done in a separate chapter.
Chapter 7 provides the differences and similarities analysis, this is executed in a different chapter to
maintain the clarity of the analysis. The theory and the theoretical model is an assisting tool to
structure the analysis and provide more understanding. To finalize the research the research questions
are answered in the conclusion in chapter 8. Chapter 8 also provides a critical reflection on the
executed research and the process of the research.
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2 Theoretical framework
In order to deliver a correct theoretic framework and firm foundation for this research the
theoretical framework. First the definitions of the main subjects on the topic of climate change
adaptation approaches will be carefully studied. That provides the required information and basis for
this research.

2.1 Relation between adaptation and mitigation
Adaptation is defined in many different academic fields, the basic concept of adaptation is: adaptations
are those changes to the structure, object, concept of behavior of an organism or business that
improves its change of survival and success (Condon & Tapen, 2013). Adaptation could also be
compared to the evolution theory of Darwin whereby organisms adapt to their environment which
improves its change of survival (Brandon R. N., 1990). The definition of mitigation is as follow: ‘The
action of reducing the severity, seriousness, or painfulness of something’ (English Oxford Living
Dictionaries, 2018). In addition to the definition a synonym for mitigation is moderation, which
provides a clarification to the definition. Mitigation and adaptation are the two strategies repeatedly
discussed as the two strategies to tackle the climate change risks. Therefore the definitions are often
directly explained from a climate change perspective. Adaptation from the perspective of climate
change is stated as the actions taken to limit the negative impacts of climate change by increasing the
ability of human and ecosystems to manage the changes in the climate. As for mitigation from a
climate change perspective is described as, the short term actions in order to reduce the rate and
magnitude of climate change by the means of reduction of the greenhouse gas emissions and the
absorption of the greenhouse gasses from the atmosphere (Condon & Tapen, 2013).

FIGURE 2 ADAPTATION AND MITIGATION (LOCATELLI, 2011)

Mitigation and adaptation tackle different phases of the risk of climate change, but they are
interconnected displayed in figure 2. The most notable differences between the two strategies is the
aim and the objective. Mitigation addresses the origin of climate change (emission of greenhouse
gasses) however adaptation addresses the impact of climate change (Locatelli, 2011). In the early
2000’s governmental organizations only invested in climate mitigation. Arguing that while
implementing mitigation measures investing in adaptation strategies was a loss of budget (Condon &
Tapen, 2013). However, now a days it is without a hesitation that mitigation and adaptation are
interrelated concerning climate change responses. Nevertheless the strength of the mitigation
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measures the climate change impacts require adaptation measures in order to maximum change of
survival (Locatelli, 2011). Although this is the main difference between mitigation and adaptation
several other differences are of importance and displayed in the table 2 below.
Spatial scale

Mitigation
Mitigation is of international use.
Since the benefits of the measures are
noticeable across levels.

Time scale

The objective of mitigation is reducing
the greenhouse gas concentrations
therefore mitigation has a long-term
effect.

Sectors

Because of the objective reducing the
greenhouse gas concentration. The
main focus of mitigation is on the
energy, transport and waste sectors.
Mitigation measures have a wide
range of project budget and size.
Some mitigation measures can be
executed during regular maintenance
or small adjustments. Therefore
mitigation costs diverse from low-high

Investment

Adaptation
Adaptation and resilience measures
mainly benefit local or national levels.
Since the measures only apply to local
or national scale.
Adaptation objectives are reducing the
impact of climate change. Therefore
the effect of the measure is short-term
while the object or project itself is
long-term
Adaptations focusses on the impact.
Therefore concentrates on water and
health sectors, but also on low lying
areas.
Adaptations measures are often
combined with high construction and
project costs. Therefore adaptations
costs diverse from medium-high.

TABLE 2 DIFFERENCES MITIGATION AND ADAPTATION (OWN TABLE BASED ON (LOCATELLI, 2011))

The next example will present how a short-term mitigation measure overtime transforms into a longterm adaptation and mitigation measure. Deforestation of mangrove forest in front of coastlines is
globally one of the main causes of mangrove loss. Although mangrove forests provide many economic,
social and environmental benefits. The restoration of a mangrove forest in front of a coastal zone
provides multiple advantages (Misdorp, 2011). After replanting the mangrove forest trees and
ecosystem needs time to grow in order to reach full capacity. The development of the mangrove forest
could be described in several phases. The first phase the mangrove forest is replanted and only limited
effects will appear. During the second phase mainly mitigation processes are the effects of the
restoration. Last the developed state of the mangrove forest is providing adaptation and mitigation
benefits. Therefore the first benefits of the restoration of the mangrove forest are short-term
mitigation processes. The mangrove trees capture CO₂ in their wood which reduces the CO₂ emission
(mitigation) and emits oxygen. After a view years the mangrove forest has developed and more
functions become present in the ecosystem as displayed in figure 3. On long-term the trees are grown
which provide a first defense for the land against floods and sea level rise (adaptation). The created
peat over the years also stores CO₂ now in combination with the CO₂ capturing of the
trees(mitigation). Overtime this restored mangrove forest transformed into an mitigation and
adaptation strategy, which provides protection against climate change impacts (adaptation) and
reduces carbon emissions (mitigation) (Misdorp, 2011).
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FIGURE 3 FUNCTIONS MANGROVE FOREST (GEERLING, 2017)

The definitions of adaptation and mitigation in general are significantly different and do not always
need to go hand by hand. From the climate change perspective most often used the definitions
mitigation and adaption differ. Although the definitions still differ the two strategies cannot be
separated any more. Mitigation is required in order to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions and
adaptation is required in order to limit the climate change impacts.

2.2 Delta cities
The governmental structures of countries are divided in many different layers. Often distinctions are
made between national and local governmental institutions. In this particular situation national level
as indicated is countrywide and local level refers to citywide level. The structure and responsibilities
on local and national levels are significantly different per country (Molernaar, Earts, Dircke, & Ikert,
2013). Cities in particular often have many responsibilities for their own jurisdiction, as for delta
cities that includes coping with a coastal system of vulnerable for climate change. Historically a delta
was a great location for people to settle. A delta provides many possibilities, a direct connection to
fresh water, a direct connection to open sea, a direct connection with the inland by the river and the
ecology provides food (Vossestein, 2011). Now a days over two thirds of the world’s largest cities are
delta cities, delta cities are located at the transition zone of the river, often the ending of a fresh
water river meeting the salt water sea. As mentioned the delta has many potentials for cities to grow
and for people to live, but cities in delta areas are also vulnerable. The vulnerability pares with the
possibilities threats from the water of the river and the location next to the ocean. Therefore delta
cities are extremely vulnerable for the possible risks and effects of climate change. As a response
delta cities are probably the most responsive, innovative and advances in terms of climate change
adaptation and mitigation (C40Cities, 2016).
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2.3 Adaptation approach
Adaptation approaches are a necessity on any level over governance, adaptation approaches are
developed on international, national, local but also on continental scale. The approaches provide
important frameworks for governments as coordination and information sharing between
participants (Molernaar, Earts, Dircke, & Ikert, 2013, p. 17).
Adaptation approaches on city level or referred to in this research local level is of importance in
order to limit the risks of disaster and protect citizens from climate change effects. Creating an
adaptation approach is often a long term approach and can be defined in many different strategies.
Different strategies are part of adaptation as already explained earlier mitigation and adaptation
strategies but also resilience strategies or climate action strategies are all focusing on adapting and
developing towards a change (Brandon R. N., 1990).
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3 Theoretical framework
The theoretical framework explains the theory chosen for this research, the culture theory of
Hofstede. Provides an understanding of the particular theory how it is formed and what the theory
contributes to this research. First the theory is general introduced, followed by an elaboration on the
model of the theory. The chapter concludes with the theoretical model designed for this particular
research in following the theory of Hofstede.
Cultures or as it is referred to by Hofstede the “mental programs” are often acknowledged on
different levels, Hofstede’s theory compares cultures on national level. Hofstede designed the 6-D
model, that is formed by six cultural dimensions (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). The 6-D
model provides opportunity for researchers and companies to compare national cultures. Results of
the comparison presents information on similarities and differences between different cultures of
different countries (Fougére, 2007). Therefore the 6-D model of is used in this research as main
theory. Hofstede’s theory clarifies why and how people, communities or countries react on specific
events.
How people act and experience feelings is called the ‘mental programming system’ this system is
learned not congenital. These patterns of feeling and acting are shaped during a life time, most often
during the childhood of a person. The sources of the mental program are found in the social
environment and life experience. The mental program is regularly referred to as culture (Hofstede,
Hofstede, & Minkov, 2013). Sociologist and anthropologist research the human environment and
define culture as: “The collective mental programming that the members of one group or category
distinguish people from the other” (Hofstede, 2013).

FIGURE 4 THE THREE LEVELS OF MENTAL PROGRAM (HOFSTEDE, HOFSTEDE, & MINKOV, 2013)

The mental program can be divided into three different levels Personality, Culture and Human nature
as presented in figure 4. Human nature are all the living human beings and every similarity between
them. Human nature in combination with the influence of a culture during a human life construct a
personality. Every personality is unique since it is formed by single identity of a person that is formed
by congenital and learned characteristics (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2013).
The mental programming system is the foundation of Hofstede’s theory. The understanding and
knowledge on the formation of a culture is of importance to understand the fundamentals of culture.
Since the culture is a developing over time in combination with many people contributing to a culture
a national culture changes slowly (Hofstede, 1987).
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The six dimensions of the 6-D model are, power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty
avoidance, long-term orientation and indulgence of a national culture displayed in figure 5. The six
different principles are indicated by a relative score which can be considerd accurate for a relative long
period of time considering that cultures change slowly (Hofstede, 2018). Cultures can only be
expressed in numbers if they are compared to others for this reason relative scores are connected with
the dimensions. The dimensions explain why one society will react differently to certain occasians than
other society’s. Which creates an understanding between two different society’s and an easier
collaboration (Hofstede, 2003).

Power
distance
Indulgence
VS
Restraint

Long term
orientation
VS Short term
normative
orientation

6-D
model

Individualism
VS
collectivism

Masculinity
VS Femininity

Uncertainty
Avoidance

FIGURE 5 6-D MODEL (OWN DESIGN BASED ON (HOFSTEDE, NATIONAL CULTURE, 2018))

Power distance, is the dimension in which the society divides the hierarchical order, and to which
extends the society accepts hierachical differences in order. Individuals in national societies are never
equal, the dimension power distance states the acknowledged differences in a society as in
organizations and companies. The power distance index indicates with a high score that a society is
dependent on hierarchical between the members of that society. When and if the score decreases a
society becomes less depended on a hierarchy order in society (Hofstede, 1987).
Uncertainty Avoidance. Uncertainty about the future or about human life is a basic inquiry. Which
society is trying to navigate and influence by forms of new technology, religion and rituals. The
tolerance for uncertaintly diverges significantly in different countries and society’s. The three
indicators for society are: stress, rule orientation and employement stability (Hofstede, 1987). A
society that is more likely to be at ease with ambiguous or unknown situations matches a low index.
Though a society with a high index would prefer to mainting rigid codes of belief and behavior
(Hofstede, 2018).
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Individualism VS Collectivism, resembles the favoured and acknowledged situation of an individual in
a society or country if the individual is “I” oriented or “we” oriented. Individualism defines the
relationship between the individual and the collectivity. It descirbes how an individual lives and how a
society is constructed (Hofstede, 1987). A “we” oriented society or country is more likely to be
considered a group instead of a single person (collectivism) matching a low score. An “I” oriented
society is more likely to be considered a single person that only takes care of close family and friends
(individualism) matching a high score.
Masculinity VS Femininity, the division of the sexes. The rate in which extend a society prefers to be
rewarded in achievements and materials. A masculine society is more focused on achievements,
heroism, assertiveness and material compensations for success. A masculine society is highly
motivated to achieve the highest which matches a high score. When a society or country is more
focused on quality of life and less focused on the highest result the society or country is more femine
that matches a low score (Hofstede, 2018).
Long term orientation VS short term normative orientation, the long term oriented society or country
matches a high score. Long term oriented society or country is more progressive towards the
challenges of the future. While a low score qualifies a more normative scoiety or country, this society
or country continues to focus on maintaining time-honoured traditions and norms.
Indulgence VS restraint, defines the extent to which a society or country preferes to influence the
impulses and desires of the people within that society or country. A low score displays a society of
restrain less focusing on leisure time and desires to more in control. While a high score displays a
society more focusing on leisure time and less focused on the control of the human impulses and
desires.
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3.1 Theoretical model
This theoretical model is designed using the culture theory for the research on the adaptation
strategies of New Orleans and Rotterdam.
The 6-model of Hofstede consists out of the six different dimensions as explained in chapter 3, the
plus and minus represent the value for a particular country. The values of the dimensions together
are the basis for the explanation by Hofstede of the national Culture.

FIGURE 6 THEORETICAL MODEL (OWN DESIGN BASED ON (HOFSTEDE, 2018))
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4 Methodology
A wide range of methods is available in order to gather an appropriate amount of research materials.
The following chapter concerns the research methodology necessary in order to answers the research
and sub question of this thesis. Consisting of a description of chosen methods and how these methods
are going to be executed by means of a different set of instruments.
A qualitative research approach is chosen for this research which is the most suitable approach
regarding the research subject and the time frame of the research. As J Creswell defines qualitative
research; ‘[Q]ualitative researchers use an emerging qualitative approach to inquiry, the collection of
data in a natural setting sensitive to the people and places under study, and data analysis that is both
inductive and deductive and establishes patterns or themes.’ (Creswell & N, 2018). Methods chosen
to execute the qualitative methods are; Literature research, observation and interviews. In the next
part of this chapter the methods are described in more detail and Literature review will be used to
cross check and validate data collected from interviews (Baarda, et al., 2013).

4.1 Desk research
During literature research reliable secondary data is the focus, considered; papers, books, newspaper
articles, handbooks and reports as secondary data. The reliability and the applicability of the literature
is required to be of high quality, there for the data is scanned on the aspects such as; author, date of
issue, publisher and reliability of website used. Research is done on the internet on the author,
publisher and reliability of the website. The date of issue determines the functionality of the
information, the specific content of the information determines if the report is reliable to use during
this research.
The internet is a rich place consisting out of multiple search engines for this the main tool used in the
search for secondary data during this research. Because of the different approaches of each search
engine multiple search engines will be used the gather the required data.
Google Scholar
Science Direct
Radboud University databank
Library

4.2 Interviews
Even though the internet has many sources not everything can be found. Direct contact with
companies and governmental organisation is a necessity to gather the required data. The method used
during this contact is interviewing, that be used to require the data and get more in-depth information.
Interview is the method most often used in both quantitative as in qualitative research (Baarda, et al.,
2013). The possibility of interviewing a diverse range of people, talking face to face or not preferable
using technology. Interviews can be conducted among different kind of stakeholders. Stakeholders
who were involved in the process of creating the adaptation strategies and stakeholders who are now
involved in the adaptation strategy. To conduct interviews with more people and different
organizations data is required and a broader view is shaped. For this research a semi-structured
interview approach is used.
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4.2.1 Semi-structured interview
The Semi-structured interviews consists of three different phases Appendices II displays a layout of a
semi-structured interview prepared for this research;
Broad questions, consisting of personal questions regarding name, age and date of birth
Current positions and position regarding the adaptation strategy, in-depth questions
Guiding topics, that will assist during an additional conversation
The last phase is a conversation with the interviewee where the interviewer only keeps a list of topics
as a guide Appendix II displays the topics that suits the content of the interview. This method will be
used during the interview when the detailed information of the interviewees function and involvement
is gathered. The interviews questions and the list of topics are adjusted and formulated suitable for
the interviewee.

4.2.2 Interviewee criteria
The interviewees need to meet one of the formulated criteria below in order to be of significance to
this research.
The interviewee must have been involved and qualified with the climate change adaptation strategy
of the city of Rotterdam or the city of New Orleans. This could mean within a governmental
organization, an company or NGO involved in the process.
The interviewee must be an expert on the climate change adaptation / climate change adaptation
strategies in the respective city.

4.2.3 Interview approach
One of the valuable aspects of interviews is the multiple possibilities of conducting interviews (Everaert
& Peet van, 2006). Interviews can be executed: face to face, by email, by phone and by skype.
Considering the fact that an appointment on location is not always possible the different methods of
conducting an interview is very convenient for this research. Since the interviews will be held with
people that are located in The Netherlands and the Unites States. The Face to face communication on
location will likely not possible with candidates from the United States. An interview via skype, email
or phone is valuable.
Limited research time and the barrier of borders are the causes of limited amount of interviews,
interviews are time consuming partly because of the transcription, the preparation and planning of the
interviews. Throughout this research between six and eight interviews will be held with stakeholders
from the New Orleans adaptation strategy and stakeholders from the Rotterdam adaptation strategy.

4.2.4 Obtained data
After permission of the interviewee every interview is recorded by mobile phone for the use of the
transcribe process and review every interview afterwards. This also to guarantee transparency and
control. The transcriptions are elaborated and coded in the program Atlas T.I, in order to find
connections and disconnections in the interviews but also the obtained data via desk research. Atlas
T.I will contribute to the triangulation since all gathered data will be in one place and can easily be
compared and linked.
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5 Case city: New Orleans
In this chapter on introduction of the case city New Orleans is drafted followed by an description of
the climate change adaptation approach of New Orleans. New Orleans is introduced by means the
city’s history, demographics, geographic’s and economics. In addition to this the a cultural profile of
the United States is explored in order to create a better understanding of how and why the climate
change adaptation approach is designed. And final the climate change adaptation approach of New
Orleans will be discussed in detail.
The case city New Orleans is a city in the United States in the Louisiana state,
strategic located in the Mississippi river delta. Originates from 1718, Bienville a
France colonial established New Orleans in the Mississippi river Delta. This
particular location in the Mississippi river Delta offered accessibility, dependability,
a riverine location and natural resources. Motivated by commercial, colonial and
military demand for a location that is able to connect with the world (Campanella,
2010). From this point on New Orleans has seen many wars and known Spanish,
France and English men as leaders. The mixture of these origins and cultures
shaped the New Orleans culture. Although the powers have been shifting New
Orleans population doubled every 10 to 20 years. New Orleans transformed in
roughly 300 years into an urbanized delta city as the time laps shows in figure 7
(Campanella, 2010).

FIGURE 7 TIME LAPS
URBANISATION OF NEW
ORLEANS (CAMPANELLA,
2010)

FIGURE 8 NEW ORLEANS IN THE MISSISSIPPI DELTA (GOOGLE, 2019)

The city of New Orleans in located in the so called bird foot shaped Mississippi Delta. As figure 8
shows New Orleans is not located at the near end of the river mouth but located more inland at the
height of to the regular coastline of Louisiana and Mississippi state. The Mississippi river delta is the
third largest fluvial system in the world and the Mississippi river of 3743 kilometers is the second
largest river system of North-America. From source lake Itasca the Mississippi river crossing 10
different states and flows into the Gulf of Mexico. Because of the significant range the Mississippi
river is of high value for the 10 states connected to the river. The Mississippi river provides fresh
water supply, high diversity of wildlife, transportation throughout the Unites States, economic
opportunities and cultural value (National Park Service, 2018).
The opportunities provided by the Mississippi river created a complex, cosmopolitan city, the city is a
combination of historic buildings as well as modern skyscrapers. In addition to the mixed structure of
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the cities infrastructure the city is also still highly divers, with a mixed population of Asian, Hispanic,
White and black citizens. The population and economic growth is decreasing since 2000. New
Orleans has been affected by multiple natural disasters that had a great influence on the
development of the city (Hebert, 2017). The frequency and details of the natural disasters will be
elaborated on in the next sub-chapter. Appendices III includes a population table that shows the
population fluctuations from 2000 until 201 5. The population has decreased from 484.674 citizens
to 389.617 citizens in 2015. In elaboration to decrease of the population in the population decreased
2005 from around 480.000 citizens to 208.548 in 2006 this dramatic change was one of the
consequences of Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Although the population of New Orleans has changed,
the population is gradually increasing again (Hebert, 2017, p. 17).
As for the economic development, New Orleans is in on-going recovery after 2006. Many initiative
were created in order to attract new businesses and create more job opportunities. New Orleans is
developing high quality retail sectors that were underdeveloped and becoming a digital media hub.
Although the successes and growth in the knowledge industries, the cultural / tourism sector is still
an important economic engine (Hebert, 2017, p. 18).New Orleans is a urbanized city in the
Mississippi river delta with a rich history. Although the city is growing it is also still in recovery from
multiple natural disasters.

5.1 Cultural profile of the United States
The theoretical framework chapter 3 describes and explains the theory of culture by Hofstede.
Hofstede researched cultures of countries and created the 6D-model (Hofstede, 2018). By the means
of the six dimensions Hofstede is capable of comparing the results of the dimensions of different
countries. This is also applicable for the United States, the results of the dimensions will assist
creating a understanding what the average cultural values are of the citizens of the United states.
The elaboration of the six dimensions and their results for the Unites States will be displayed in the
figure below.

FIGURE 9 COUNTRY COMPARISON TOOL HOFSTEDE UNITED STATES

Figure 9 is an illustration from the country comparison tool from the website of Hofstede (2019).
With this tool the values of the six dimensions for the selected country is displayed. The values of the
6-D model reach from 0 until 100, the numbers are no rating the dimension but simply an indication.
Power distance US, score 40. The US is valued with the number 40 for the dimension Power distance
dimension, this dimension indicates the hierarchical order in society. The score of 40 indicates that
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society values hierarchical orders in society but is not depended on this hierarchical order. It also
indicates that society accepts the hierarchical order that’s is present in society.
Uncertainty avoidance US, score 46. The US is values with the 46 for the dimension Uncertainty
avoidance, this dimension indicates the acceptance of the unknown future by society. The score of
46 is in the middle, there is a degree of broadmindedness regarding new ideas or innovations. It also
indicates that the US and society is not easily getting afraid of what might happen in the future.
Individualism VS collectivism US, score 91. As explained in chapter three a high value for the
dimension individualism / collectivism is an “I” oriented society. The US is valued on 91, which is a
relatively high score. An “I” society concerns a society as that of the US, an “I” society is more
oriented on its own person or family value rather than concerning about the what the collective
value could be.
Masculinity VS femininity US, score 62. A value above 50 in the dimension masculinity / femininity is
considered to be a high value. The US is valued at 62 therefor the US has a high rate thus a masculine
society. A masculine society as the US is driven by success and the rewards for those successes. As a
consequence of that masculine society is less focused on the quality of life at the expense of the
quality of life for success, achievements and material compensations.
Long term orientation VS short term normative orientation US, score 26. The value of 26 for the US is
a low value, a low value matches a short term normative oriented country / society. The US society is
continues to focus on maintaining traditions and norms. Although this can also indicates that a
society moves fast by knowing what society agrees with or not.
Indulgence VS restraint US, score 68. The US has an indulgence society, the value of 68 indicates that
US society is comfortable and less focused on the continuing control of impulses and desires of
society. Society is not restraining its children when growing up, but more focused on how to enjoy
free time.
The 6D-Model of Hofstede created an overview of the 6 dimensions for the United States, every
dimensions provided a strong image and explanation of the culture of the United States. Overall the
US culture is strongly individual motivated but accepts the hierarchical order present, while
maintaining the standards and values, society is focused on achievements and material
compensations without many fears for the future and without restraining society while growing up.

5.2 Climate change in New Orleans
In sub-chapter 2.1 the main differences between national and local climate is already explained.
However the local climate change effects and risks are also different per location, therefore the
climate change risks and effects for New Orleans are explained in this sub-chapter.
Defined by the Köppen-Geiger climate classification the current climate of New Orleans and
Louisiana is defined as Cfa climate. The Köppen-Geiger system is used on global level to indicate
climates this is not linked to national borders in appendices IV a global map of the global climate by
means of Köppen-Geiger climate classification is situated. Cfa climate stand for Warm temperature
al year around lowest temperature between -3°C and 18°C, fully humid precipitation al year around
and hot summers with temperatures above 22°C (Kottek & Rudolf, 2006).
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New Orleans and the current climate already faced many natural disasters since humans started to
keep record. The current natural disasters such as hurricanes and tropical storms are often occurring
in Louisiana and New Orleans. Since the 1850’s until the 2000’s over 50 hurricanes have occurred and
over 50 tropical storms have passed by Louisiana state. Over the past 17 years six hurricanes have
crossed Louisiana state and New Orleans from those six hurricanes two of them have been classified
in the most dangers category, category 3 (Roth, 2010, p. 7). One of the six hurricanes was Hurricane
Katrina in august of 2005, Katrina is recorded as one of the worst natural disasters of the US.
Hurricane Katrina caused for casualties in 5 different states of the Unites states in a total of 1833
fatalities over 1500 fatalities have its place in Louisiana (CNN, 2018). Not only stormed Katrina over
the city of New Orleans is came hand in hand with a tropical wave which destroyed bigger parts of
New Orleans (Roth, 2010). Although hurricanes and tropical storms are the biggest threat and risk for
New Orleans many climate change risks accompany the these natural disasters.
Rising sea level, Temperature rise on global scale is one of the causes for rising sea levels. Rising sea
levels will impact the coastal areas the most. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric administration
(NOAA) projects a sea level rise in the Southeast of Louisiana at the end of the 21th century of 1.3
meters. This in combination with land subsidence around and in the Mississippi Delta New Orleans
sea level rise is a serious threat to New Orleans (Hebert, 2017). As every city with high rise buildings
and relatively much infrastructure heat stress is an impact of climate change. The Cfa climate of
Louisiana thus New Orleans is already recognized for hot summers and warm temperatures all year
around, projections are that days with temperatures above the 80°C could quintuple. This will
increase the effects of heat stress in the city accompanied by higher concentrations of air pollution
and higher amounts of ozone in the urban areas of New Orleans (Hebert, 2017). Heat stress situates
more stress on the total economic, environmental and social condition of New Orleans (Lenzholer,
2015). Coastal land loss in New Orleans is an enormous threat as a delta city New Orleans is located
near sea. A delta city first defenses are storm surges coastal land loss will decrease this safety net, by
2060 this safety net could disappear if the coastal master plan of Louisiana is not fully implemented
yet. Land subsidence is occurring in both urban areas and coastal areas. For both areas lands
subsidence influences the safety of New Orleans and becomes a risk, flood risk increased and
Buildings and infrastructure is structurally affected. As last Intense weather will increase, this is a
comprehensive indication of multiple risks for New Orleans. Intensive weather will increase the
intensity and number of hurricanes and tropical storms, increase the intensity and occurrence of
heavy precipitation and more periods of droughts (Hebert, 2017). All the named impacts of increased
intensive weather are all in indirect and direct relations with the risks and impacts of climate change.
Intensity of hurricanes and tropical storms influence coastal land loss and will be influenced by sea
level rise and intensity of heat waves and precipitation. Almost all the climate change risks and
impacts complement or influence on and other most often with negative impacts for New Orleans.

5.3 Climate change adaptation approach New Orleans
In July 2017 Mayor Mitchell J. Landrieu released the document ‘Climate Action for a resilient New
Orleans’ this climate action is the first climate adaptation report released by New Orleans. Before the
release of the Climate Action plan of New Orleans Louisiana state released a Coastal Master Plan in
2015 and an updated version of the Louisiana Coastal Master Plan in 2017. The climate action
strategy is focusing on how to adapt to climate change but also on how to stop contributing to
climate change as a city. The strategy created a vision for 2030 to create an accelerating near term
action and sounds as followed “In 2030, New Orleans will have reduced our annual greenhouse gas
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pollution by 50% from what it is today.” (Hebert, 2017, p. 7). In order to make this vision a reality and
successful New Orleans desires to create a culture of awareness, and an active society regarding
climate change and resiliency. The city of New Orleans has multiple reasons to create this climate
action plan and implement the action points. New Orleans is a city that will be affected by climate
change probably most out of all the cities of the US. Therefore New Orleans must adapt, share
responsibility and mitigate. In addition to this statement of the city of New Orleans it is also stated
that climate change is happening now faster than ever, not a future scenario which demands action
(Hebert, 2017, pp. 8-9).
Besides the four spearheads of this climate action plan New Orleans is also implementing a ‘multiple
lines of defence approach’:




Advancing coastal protection and restoration
Investing in comprehensive and innovative urban water management
Incentivizing property owners to invest in risk reduction

In cooperation with the Louisiana Master Plan New Orleans is implementing more non-structural
components including home elevations and building code improvements. These elements contribute
to a resilient and better prepared society and city for uncertain future threats (Hebert, 2017, pp. 1415).
The climate action plan has selected four spearheads: Modernize our energy use, Improve our
transportation choices, reduce our waste and create a culture of awareness and action. In the next
part of this sub-chapter all four spearheads will be discussed. The sub chapters 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3 and
5.3.4 are form the same source the climate action plan of New Orleans (Hebert, 2017) and will be
referred to the page numbers of this plan.

5.3.1 Modernize our energy use
50% of the GHG emission of New Orleans is released on account of energy use. The Energy generated
responsible for the GHG emissions is produced in power plants for 63% where fossil fuels are burnt
and 37% originates from direct use of natural gas. Even though these are not the only energy sources
for New Orleans 57% of their energy is Nuclear, 18% is natural gas, 4% is coal and 21% is of mixed
origin. New Orleans is not as progressive concerning energy use as other cities but is now eager to
become more energy efficient.
New Orleans strategies to modernize the energy use of the city contain three key elements: Reduce,
Save and Increase. In addition to this strategy goals are set for 2030, 100% low-carbon power, 255
megawatts of local solar and 3.3% annual energy savings.
“Reduce our reliance on carbon-intensive fuels” (Hebert, 2017, p. 28). Is one of the three pillars of the
climate action strategy of New Orleans this pillar is connected to the action of implementing a 100%
low-carbon electricity standard. The goal of 100% low-carbon power by 2030 is believed to be
achieved by local capacity development, recourse planning and regional energy market participation.
The aim of New Orleans is 65% by 2020, 80% by 2025 and 100% by 2030.
“Save energy and make our savings a sustainable resource” (Hebert, 2017, p. 30). Energy efficiency is
of great value to the citizens of New Orleans in order to lower the monthly costs and increase the
value of properties. By improving the economic, social and environmental situation of and for the
citizens the city becomes and its citizens become more resilient and it also reduces the need to add
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new power generation. The city of New Orleans also provided two action points in the climate action
approach to be able to reduce and save energy by, innovate regulation and integrate demand-side
management into resource planning and reduce the energy burden for low-income New Orleanians.
The first action point innovate and regulation and integrate and the second action point lower the
energy burden for New Orleanians.
“Increase resilience of our energy, water and sewer infrastructure” (Hebert, 2017, p. 32). The use of
energy and water is not always directly linked to global warming or fossil fuels. Knowledge in society
is required to be able to manage and decrease the energy and water demand, create an energy
resilient society and therefor an resilient New Orleans.

5.3.2 Improve our transportation choices
Transportation is responsible for 44% of the GHG emissions of the
total GHG emissions of New Orleans. The city of New Orleans
aspires a city with an infrastructure that makes it easier, safer and
more enjoyable to move besides using a car. New Orleans is
developing in cooperation with Regional Transit Authority (RTA) a
master plan increasing public transport in the city. As figure 10
illustrates there significant disadvantages geographical using
public transport if compared to driving a car to work.
Likewise the modernization of energy use the improvement of
transportation choices goal also has three key pillars: Transform,
Encourage and Increase.
“Transform infrastructure to reduce car dependence” (Hebert,
2017, p. 38). New Orleans spatial planning is not yet anticipated
on many possibilities of transport, this could be a bike, public
FIGURE 10 PUBLIC TRANSPORT VS CAR TRANSPORT (HEBERT, 2017, P. 37)
transport, car or even walking. Therefore New Orleans is
developing a ‘complete streets’ program that sets guidelines for
city planners to prioritize the design of the roads. The second
action point investing in new bicycle infrastructure is focusing on the development of bicycle lanes
throughout the city as safely and effective as possible.
“Encourage active transportation” (Hebert, 2017, p. 40). By developing and improving the amount of
bicycle lanes only people will not start to cycle. Incentive programs and awareness campaigns can
encourage the citizens of New Orleans to actually start cycling.
“Increase fuel efficiency, clean fuel use, and shared-use mobility services” (Hebert, 2017, p. 42). The
current transit agencies chosen to fuel their fleet with a mixture of 5% bio-diesel and 95% petro
diesel and the streetcars are powered electrically. RTA is orientating to replace their fleet in 2020,
this provides an opportunity for New Orleans and RTA to reach the goals of 2030 for New Orleans. In
addition to these plans New Orleans also coupled two action points, Launch bicycle and care share
and Expand access to clean fuel and electric vehicles.

5.3.3 Reduce our waste
Society pollutes the water, ground and air by producing waste. Increasing possibilities to recycle
waste, decrease the amount of waste and create an aware and zero waste economy will provide a
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resilience society and city. Producing products, processing waste and recycling waste requires
energy, a high amount of energy. The city of New Orleans estimates that the waste sector is
responsible for around 6% of community-wide emissions. The city of New Orleans set three goals in
the climate action plan.
Goals for New Orleans:




50% diverted from landfills by 2030
Zero Waste achieved by 2050
Support development of the circular economy

Zero waste is the ideal situation, that all the discarded material will be reused, recycled or
composted. A circular economy is an economic system that decreases the amount of waste. The
goals by New Orleans in order to reduce waste are coupled with two strategies, first launch a
comprehensive recycling and waste reduction initiative and second generate value from our waste.
“Launch a comprehensive recycling and waste reduction initiative” (Hebert, 2017, pp. 50-51). The
waste management of New Orleans is not optimal yet. The city is initiating a comprehensive
partnership with industry, businesses and residents in order to understand the current barriers
throughout the city. The recycling and waste reduction initiative has set two actions a pilot for an
organic waste program and reducing impact of waste-related transit. (Hebert, 2017, pp. 50-51).
“Generate value from our waste” (Hebert, 2017, pp. 52-53). The transformation of waste into energy
is reducing carbon dioxide emissions because it excludes fossil fuel from the loop. Developing a
device donation program and the second is explore zero-waste and circular-economy opportunities.
New Orleans desires to collaborate with other cities that have been working with circular economy
and zero-waste policies, to gain knowledge and improve her own system (Hebert, 2017, pp. 52-53).

5.3.4 Create culture of awareness & action
The resilience of New Orleanians is shaped by their history and experiences in life. From this point
New Orleanians must learn from the past and adapt. This is of importance in order to grow and
develop the ability in the culture of New Orleans to adapt. In order to create a culture of awareness
and action the New Orleans strategy shaped goals.
Grow the local low-carbon economy (Hebert, 2017, pp. 58-59). By creating a new market the lowcarbon or also referred to as the green economy provides locally many opportunities. New business
opportunities, new educational opportunities and local economy will benefit.
Enable data-driven decision-making and collaborations (Hebert, 2017, pp. 60-61). The city of New
Orleans already partnered up with innovative companies. In cooperation the city is piloting a
community outreach. This provides information for local people regarding climate dependant
conditions. To be able to enable data-driven decision-making and collaborations two action point are
shaped. Conduct a tree survey and plant 40.000 trees by 2030.and second Assemble and make data
available for analysis and action.
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6 Case city: Rotterdam
The key subject of this chapter is the case city Rotterdam and will describe the climate adaptation
approach of the city. This chapter is also structured as chapter 5. In order to sketch an image of
Rotterdam the introduction consists of the history, Demographics, Geographic’s and economics.
Followed by the current climate and climate risks for Rotterdam. In addition, the 6D-model of
Hofstede provides a cultural profile of The Netherlands which elaborates on the Dutch culture. In
addition, the climate change adaptation approach of Rotterdam is discussed in detail.
In 1270 the citizens around the Meus river constructed a dam in the Rotter river, this created the first
opportunity for the new Rotterdam to connect with the sea. For centuries Rotterdam was nothing
more than a small town fishing village, but received the city rights in 1340 (ZH, 2018). In the Golden
century from 1700-1800 of The Netherlands it was not the Rotterdam port that was developing and
blooming, but the Amsterdam port together with the Antwerp port in Belgium. Now a days
Rotterdam is known as a city divided at both sides of the New Meuse river, this view started to
develop only after 1850. In the 1850s the Rotterdam port was often referred to as a market next to
the water. From the 1870s the entrepreneurs of Rotterdam decide their city is going to be a
metropolis a port city that is going to be important for every country. This is when the other side of
the New Meuse was built. With the development of the Rotterdam port the city started to bloom
and grow. The table below shows the exploding population growth of Rotterdam over only 60 years.
From 88.000 people in 1850 growing to a population 426.000 people in 1910 (Koster, 2018).

1880 152.000

1890 210.000

1900 330.000

1910 426.000

1850 88.000
FIGURE 11 POPULATION GROWTH ROTTERDAM (NPO, 2001)

In the course of the Second World War Rotterdam was completely destroyed by bombes during the
war (ZH, 2018). Not only the city itself is bombed, but the Rotterdam Port was severely damaged.
After the war ended, the rebuilding of the Rotterdam Port obtains top priority. For strategic reasons
although the reconstruction starts fast by society, it is only after 1950s before the port is fully
functioning again. The reconstruction of the city of Rotterdam took only a short time after the
Rotterdam port was developing and growing again (Koster, 2018).
Rotterdam is located in the Rhine-Meuse Delta upstream the river, figure 12 shows that Rotterdam is
higher up in the Rhine-Meuse delta. Rotterdam is located in the Province of South-Holland, but the
Rhine-Meuse delta is trans-boundary located in the province of Zealand and the province of SouthHolland. As the name of the delta already indicates two rivers flow into the sea in The Netherlands.
The Rhine river is one the most important rivers in Europe crossing the boundaries of six countries.
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The source of the river is the Swiss Alps from Switzerland
the flow of the river crosses Liechtenstein, Austria,
Germany, France and finally end in The Netherlands
(Uehlinger & Tockner, 2009). In Total the Rhine river is
The Neder-rhine is the divarication the Rhine river in The
Netherlands, with a length of 54 kilometres and an
average width of 80 meters (Rijkswaterstaat, 2019). The
Meuse river has a total length of 935 kilometres with an
average width of a 100 metres (Rijkswaterstaat, 2019).
The river basin of the Meuse starts in the France alps,
although the river crosses five countries including France,
Luxembourg, Belgium, Germany and The Netherlands
(Environment, 2016). These two rivers together form the
Rhine-Meuse Delta in the Netherlands. Because of the
wide range of the river basins of the Rhine and the Meuse
the rivers are of high value for the Dutch economy,
environment and society.

FIGURE 12 ROTTERDAM IN THE RHINE-MEUSE DELTA (MAANDAG, 2014)

As explained Rotterdam is upon today a city around both sides of the New Meuse river. Since the
Second World War Rotterdam is growing and developing. Rotterdam’s population has been growing
with 630.000 citizens in 2017. Estimated is that the city will continue to grow to 700.000 citizens in
2035 (RotterdamGemeente, 2019, p. 3) The diversity in age is well divided around 120.000 is in the
age between 0-17 years, 415.000 in the age between 18-64 years and around 95.000 are 65+
(Rotterdam, 2019). Rotterdam is also a city of mixed cultures, around 300.000 citizens are Dutch,
50.000 citizens have Suriname background, 45.000 citizens are Turkish, 40.000 Moroccan and 25.000
Antillean. The other part of the citizens of Rotterdam divers from western migration background,
non-western background and from the European Union (Rotterdam, 2019).
Regarding the economic development of Rotterdam many developments in and around the city is
because of the ongoing development of the Port of Rotterdam. Although the Port of Rotterdam is an
important influence on the economics of Rotterdam it is not the only influence. Since 2012
Rotterdam slowly developing again, expenses and the average income is increasing. In addition the
tourism in Rotterdam is increasing every year since 2012 (RotterdamGemeente, 2019). Connections
through water are of high importance important for Rotterdam. The port of Rotterdam is the largest
port of Europe and is in the top 10 of the world ranking (Authority, 2016). As a result Rotterdam is
referred to as the ‘earned the gateway to Europe’, because of its close connection with sea and
connecting rivers to other parts of Europe. The port of Rotterdam growing and is still investing in
development of the port by land reclamation. In 2008 a new part of the port in front of the coast
called ‘Maasvlakte 2’ was created by use of land reclamation (Rotterdam P. o., 2018). The Port of
Rotterdam has now a total surface of 12.643 ha (Havenbedrijf, 2019) Besides the interesting
developments of the Port of Rotterdam over 29.000 Sea ships visited the Port of Rotterdam and over
27.000 actually loaded or unloaded cargo this in addition to the 120.000 inland vessels in 2017
(Rotterdam P. o., 2019). The high amount of ships loading and unloading in the Port of Rotterdam are
also responsible for 385.000 employment places. With a total value of 6.2% of the national BGP
(Rotterdam P. o., 2019).
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6.1 Cultural profile of The Netherlands
The theoretical framework chapter 3 describes and explains the theory of Culture by Hofstede. The
6D-model is invented and designed by Hofstede insight. The six dimensions of the 6D-model are able
to compare the values of the dimension of different countries. This is also applicable for The
Netherlands, the results of the six dimensions assist creating a understanding what the average
cultural values are for the citizens of The Netherlands therefor also the city of Rotterdam. The six
dimensions including the values for The Netherlands are displayed below in figure 13.

FIGURE 13 6D-MODEL DIMENSIONS THE NETHERLANDS (HOSTEDE, 2019)

Power distance NL, score 38. The Netherlands is valued with the number 38 for the dimension Power
distance dimension, this dimension indicates the hierarchical order in society. The score of 38
indicates that society values hierarchical orders in society but is not depended on this hierarchical
order. It also indicates that society accepts the hierarchical order that’s is present in society.
Uncertainty avoidance NL, score 53. The Netherlands is values with the score 53 for the dimension
uncertainty avoidance, this dimension indicates the acceptance of the unknown future by society.
The score of 53 is in the higher middle class, this value for The Netherlands point toward a society
that has a slight preference for avoiding uncertainty. Although the score is not high enough to
conclude that the Dutch society is only focusing on rigid codes and ideas.
Individualism VS collectivism NL, score 80. The presented high value for the Dutch society presents a
relatively individual society in The Netherlands. This implies an “I” oriented society rather than a
“we” society. An “I” society is mainly focussed on the well-being of close relatives and themselves,
this is the circumstance in the Dutch society.
Masculinity VS femininity NL, score 14. A value of 14 is considered to a low value which implies that
the Dutch society is a more feminine society rather than a Masculine society. A feminine society is
considered to be less driven by success and rewards that accompany the these successes. The
feminine societies are highly focussed on a correct life/work balance. This is reflected in the hours
worked, the hours spent on leisure time and the relationship with people regarding conflicts and
willingness to compromise.
Long term orientation VS short term normative orientation NL, score 67. The value of 67 for the
dimension long term orientation is relatively high. Secondary with the high score is a long term
oriented society in The Netherlands. The Dutch society is capable of adapting to situation by trusting
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on the truth and the current situation, knowledge, context and time. This also implies that the Dutch
society does not necessarily maintain time-honoured traditions and norms.
Indulgence VS restraint NL, score 68. The value of 68 implies that the Dutch society is comfortable
and less focussed on controlling the impulses and desires of society. It can be concluded that the
Dutch society is an indulgence society. Society is not concerned letting children growing up in a less
restraint environment and more focussed on how to develop and spent leisure time.
As explained in chapter 3 and chapter 5 the 6D-model constructed a tool that creates an overview for
the 6 dimensions. As displayed in this sub-chapter the 6D-model is used to display the cultural
characteristics for The Netherlands. The Dutch culture could be described as following: The Dutch
culture is strongly individual motivated but accepts the hierarchical order present, the willingness to
adapt leads to the ability to discus and compromise and a less restraint society.

6.2 Climate change Rotterdam
In this sub-chapter the climate change risks and effects for Rotterdam are discussed. Some of the
same information is used as in the sub-chapter 5.2 such as the Köppen-Geiger climate system and
will therefore not be explained again in this sub-chapter.
The Köppen-Geiger climate system provides profiled climate systems globally. The Rhine-Meuse
delta current climate is classified as the Cbf climate. The Cbf climate revers to warm temperature al
year around lowest temperature between -3°C and 18°C, fully humid al year around precipitation and
warm summers always >10°C (Kottek & Rudolf, 2006).
The city of Rotterdam is already at risks since the city is between 3.00m+ above sea level and 3.00munder sea level (Rotterdam, 2019).For Rotterdam one of the most important threat is water, the
water in Rotterdam is available an reaching the cities from four point: from sea, from the river, from
above precipitation and from down under ground water. As many other delta cities this increases the
vulnerability for Rotterdam. Six main effects of climate change Rotterdam should recognize
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013):







Sea Level Rise
Increased intensive precipitation
Low water level in rivers
High water level in rivers
Longer periods of heat
Longer periods of drought

Effects by the increase of water levels. Rotterdam is divided the city is layered in parts inside the dyke
system and outside the dyke system. Therefore the effects of the increase of water level is split in
two inner dyke and outer dyke in the adaptation strategy for Rotterdam. Because of the increased
water levels the risks of flooding for the parts in the outer dyke area are significant higher compared
to the areas in the inner dyke system. Sever economic, environmental and socials consequences are
connected with flooding in the inner and outer dyke areas of Rotterdam. For the inner dyke areas the
effects are mainly focused on the sea level rise and the rise of the river level. Because of the rises in
water levels the current defense system of dykes and flood defenses are not sufficient enough any
longer (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, pp. 37-45).
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Intensive precipitation is difficult for any drainage system to process. Although Rotterdam is already
implementing precautionary measures the systems maintains vulnerable. Parts of Rotterdam are
located on peat soil which is still settling and therefore the slowly descending, this is soil consisting
out of old layers of vegetation. The intensive precipitation is not only a pressure on the drainage
system but also a big concern for tunnels, older building areas and public spaces
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, pp. 48-50).
Effects of droughts causes multiple direct problems but is also a bigger indirect concerns. The
droughts changes the ground water level, changes the river basin level, on long term is can cause
land subsidence, damaging the dyke system and could have negative effect on the ecological quality
of open water. The indirect concern is regarding salt water intrusion because the fresh water levels in
the ground and the river basins are reducing as a result of salt water intrudes the ground water and
goes higher up the river (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, pp. 54-56).
Effects of heath are overtime increasing in terms of temperatures but also duration and frequency.
The Urban Heat Island (UHI) is one the biggest threats for a city for the period of high temperatures
especially over a longer period of time. The UHI is an effect of the amount of infrastructure and high
rise buildings in a city. That causes the temperatures the rise quickly in the city during the day and
during the night the city is not cooling down as fast. This creates a relatively big temperature
difference between the city and the areas around the city. The heat waves and higher temperatures
have high and negative influence on society especially the elderly, environment and the economy
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, pp. 60-63)

6.3 Climate change adaptation approach Rotterdam
In October of 2013 Mayor Ahmed Aboutaleb and city councilor for sustainability Alexandra van
Huffelen released the Rotterdam climate change adaptation strategy. This chapter is a detailed
description of this strategy, for this reason this chapter is written with the strategy as main source
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013). “Rotterdam is a proud city, proud of the city, proud of every
neighborhood and proud of the port, a city for everybody from new and old generations of
Rotterdammers” (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, p. 20). This set the Rotterdam adaptation strategy
wishes to continue to be remain the proud city by adapting to climate change and the followed
consequences for Rotterdam. One of the core values of the strategy is collaboration only by
collaborating with each other the possibility are created to broaden the scope and rise the ambitions
to a high level. The main objective of the climate change adaptation strategy is Rotterdam climate
resistant by 2025. To be able to reach the objective six goals for the climate adaption strategy are
set:
1. The city and its citizens should be save from the water
2. The city and its citizens should experience minimal discomfort of too much or too less
precipitation
3. The Port of Rotterdam remains accessible and safe
4. The citizens of Rotterdam are aware of the effects of climate change and know what they can
contribute themselves
5. Climate adaptation contributes to a comfortable, livable and attractive city
6. Climate adaptation strengthen the economy and the image of Rotterdam
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Concerning adapting the city to effects climate change, the current flood protection system of
Rotterdam can be trusted. The city will maintain and improve the flood defense system if necessary
up to a safe level. The current system is robust and trust worthy. Although this robust system exist
the city still needs to adapt to remain resilient and less vulnerable (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, pp.
24-27).
The adaptation strategy of Rotterdam is built in four layers
the core consist out of the robust flood defense system,
followed by adaptation, expected to work together and link
with the strategy and last increase the value of livability,
society, economy and ecology. Figure 14 shows the figure
from the adaptation strategy used to explain the system in
Dutch.
Added value for living environment. Integrating climate
adaptation actions in the living environment is a challenge
that Rotterdam is taking on. Combining the actions with
characteristics of the Rotterdam values is easy because of
the connection with water. The actions are often integrated FIGURE 14 CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION STRATEGY ROTTERDAM
within canals, dikes, parks and lakes integrating and
(GEMEENTEROTTERDAM, 2013, P. 7)
improving the robust system of Rotterdam in combination
with the urban environment (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, p. 28).
Added value for society by implementing climate adaptation strategies or actions is an opportunity
for society. Rotterdam lively society that already started many green urban initiatives. Community
initiatives create the opportunity to bring a neighborhood and induvial together and encourage
involvement in the climate change adaptation strategy. Although this is already a great benefit the
implementation of the actions of the adaptation strategy also provides jobs creation in the ‘greenblue’ industry. In addition the knowledge gathered and social involvement generates demand for
adaptation and educational programs in order to teach the next generation (GemeenteRotterdam,
2013, p. 29).
Added value for the economy (GemeenteRotterdam, 2013). The Rhine-Meuse delta has shown to be
a challenging location to develop and grow a city. Especially concerning climate change Rotterdam
needs to be seen as stable, growing and safe environment for investors. Essential for the Port of
Rotterdam in order to keep up with the global market and stay ahead of completion ports in Europe
and worldwide. The ‘green growth’ Rotterdam is interesting for the economy new markets are
targeted and investments will pay off in the long-term. As for the connections and networks provided
by the collaborations via C40 and 100 resilient cities Rotterdam is connecting with many other delta
cities over the world. Even contributing to the adaptation strategy for Ho Chi Minh city, Vietnam
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, p. 30).
Added value for the ecology. As the climate change adaptation strategies action points are mainly
focusing on building with nature and working and living with water it is easy to combine with the
current ecological system in place. By making the city greener with actions as green roofs, natural
riverbanks, wilderness school playgrounds and improving the current vegetation in the city the
ecological value is already increasing. The ecological value is increasing by possible increasing the
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biodiversity in a urban area as Rotterdam and strengthen the current ecosystem of the city
(GemeenteRotterdam, 2013, p. 31).
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7 Results - Differences and similarities analysis
This chapter is sum of the results provided by the research, a differences and similarity analysis is
drawn from the results. The analysis is made from the cultural analysis, the case studies and by a
summary of the interviews. Implementing the analysis of the differences and similarities provides the
most optimal way in order to answer the research question: What are the climate change adaptation
approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and Rotterdam and what are the key differences and
similarities?

7.1 Case cities
For both cities elaborated description have been written in order to understand what the history and
background of the cities are. In this similarity and difference analysis of the cities the information
will be provided in bullet points in the table below. This in order to create a clear analysis.
Themes
History







Geography





Demography



New Orleans
Originates from
1718
Many changes in
power Spanish,
France and
English power
In 300 years a
urbanized delta
City
Natural disasters
like hurricanes
and tropical
storms are
recognized since
the 1700s








Located in the
Mississippi Delta
Mississippi river
basin 3th largest
in the world
River basin
located in 10
states of the US



Population
389.617 in 2015









Rotterdam
Originates from
1270
In golden century
1700-1800 only a
small village
Biggest development
after 1850
Development starts
of now the largest
port of Europe
Rotterdam
destroyed in the
Second World War
In 1950’s fully
functioning again

Located in the
Rhine-Meuse Delta
Delta from two
important rivers in
Europe
Rhine river crosses
five countries
Meuse river crosses
five countries
Population 630.000
in 2017
Mixed population

Conclusion
New Orleans and
Rotterdam are both old
cities. Although the
developments of the cities
are different. New Orleans
has only been growing and
developing since its
origination. Rotterdam
originates around 500
years earlier it only started
to really develop and grow
after 1850’s.
Both cities have known
destruction. Although the
sources are not
comparable. New Orleans
has struggles with natural
disaster since the
beginning. However,
Rotterdam has been
destroyed during the
Second World War.
Both cities are located in
delta’s that developed by
great and large rivers. The
Mississippi connect New
Orleans with 10 states and
the Rhine and the Meuse
connects Rotterdam with 6
countries.
Rotterdam and New
Orleans are both cities
with mixed population.
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Economy



Strong decrease
in population in
2006 from
480.000 to
208.548 because
of Hurricane
Katrina
Mixed
population
Economy is
recovering after
Hurrican Katrina
in 2006
New Digital
media hub
Tourism import
economic sector




Developing city
Largest port of
Europe

Although Rotterdam has
been developing since
1950’s without relatively
large lapses. However,
New Orleans is struggling
with population growths
due to natural disasters



Port of Rotterdam
provides 385.000
employment places
Port of Rotterdam
largest port of
Europe and in the
top 10 globally
Tourism slowly
increasing

Climate



Cfa climate by
Köppen-Geiger



Cbf climate by
Köppen-Geiger

Climate change
risks



Natural disasters
as hurricane’s
and tropical
storms
Rising sea level
Heat stress
Coastal land loss
Land subsidence
Intensive
weather
Member of C40
Member of 100
Resilient Cities




Sea level rise
Increase of water
levels
Intensive
precipitation
High and low water
levels in rivers
Longer periods of
drought and heat

Rotterdam is dependent
on the extreme
advantaged of the Port of
Rotterdam economically.
New Orleans does not
have such a big economic
motive in the city.
Although the digital media
hub provides
opportunities.
The climate of New
Orleans is diver in
summers. Both are all year
around warm and have all
year around participation.
The difference is in the
summer, Rotterdam has
warm summer with
temperature above 10°C
and New Orleans has hot
summer with
temperatures above 22°C.
The biggest difference in
climate change risks
between New Orleans and
Rotterdam is the fact that
New Orleans already
suffers from natural
disasters every year. This is
an unknown for
Rotterdam.

Member of C40
Members of 100
Resilient Cities

Both cities are members of
two climate adaptation
networks.









Extra’s















TABLE 3 SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE ANALYSIS CASE CITIES (PATTIASINA, 2019)
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7.2 Interview summary
In order to understand how, when and why the adaptation approach of New Orleans and Rotterdam
developed interviews were carried out. This summary is provided for only the most relevant topics,
thus not the complete summary of the interviews is presented. In appendices I on overview I
provided of the interviews when and where the interviews were held. In addition transcriptions and
voice recording can requested.
Questions
Choice of City

Adaptation in
general

Adaptation
case city

Interviewee 1
Adaptation
It is an incredible
comparison although
the cities are very
different. As in
conditions and
vulnerabilities, but at
the same time two
cities whom are very
active regarding
climate change
adaptation
In the Netherlands we
have been working on
our water
management for over
1000 years. as for
climate change
adaptation that is
around 80% of
adaptation
investments. In the
United States
adaptation is new. As
well as the
governance is really
different as for the
position of a city.
The interviewee got
first involved as an
advisor in the
Rotterdam climate
change adaptation
approach 15 years in
2013. Rotterdam
started the adaptation
from a sustainability
point of view instead
of mitigation or
adaptation.

Interviewee 2
New Orleans

Interviewee 3
Rotterdam

New Orleans and the
‘Dutch’ as referred to
have been helping in New
Orleans and both
municipalities have
visited each other’s cities.

Nice choice of cities
different but also many
similarities.

Interviewee specifies that
in case of New Orleans
physical adaptation is
required but also social
adaptation for the
citizens.

In my perspective of
adaptation is simple it
is the adjustment to
climate change.

The climate is changing
and cities are most
vulnerable. We
contribute the most to
climate change but also
are impacted the most
so we really have to
adapt!

In the 90’ at the water
department of
Rotterdam the change
of the climate were
already visible. In the
interviewees opinion
that is when they
started adaptation they
just did not use the
expression of it.

The city strategy is
important because it
directly intervenes in
the city. The city is the
location that is affected
and therefore local
action is needed.

Interviewee would define
adaptation as the ability
and willingness to adjust
your environment and
the way you live to the
risks and the future.

The Resiliency action plan
was also a good first way
to generate funding for
the development in New
Orleans.
City of New Orleans
already implemented
small project for to create
respect and value from
citizens for these
projects.

Interviewee
Rotterdam

Making sure that the
inhabitants are also
involved in the strategy.
Inhabitants as well as
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The current resilience
plan is mainly to try and
catch up with cities
whom have been working
on adaptation for a
longer time.
People in New Orleans
needed recovery time
before the city started to
actively develop new
plans and developments.
Culture

Early on Rotterdam
started to mitigate and
reducing CO₂.
Knowledge is power.
The connections of
Rotterdam transformed
in to the C40 network.

entrepreneurs are the
ones directly affected
and need to be
involved to identify
hotspots for climate
adaptation.

Rotterdam often
advises different cities
because of their
experience.

In my opinion. It's
unfortunate that we
American culture is very
everyone for themselves
as opposed to a collective
effort. And so we have
people who are you know
have much greater risk
than others but don't
receive the support to
adapt their way. You
know the one the one's
national program that we
do have is the National
Flood Insurance Program.
TABLE 4 SUMMARY INTERVIEWS (PATTIASINA, 2019)
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7.3 Adaptation approaches
For both cities elaborated summaries have been written concerning the climate change adaptation
approaches. In this similarity and difference analysis of the cities adaptation approaches the
information will be provided in bullet points in the table below. This in order to create a clear
analysis.
Themes

Date

Introduction

New Orleans
 Climate action for a
resilient New
Orleans
 July 2017
 By Mayor Mitchell J








Main goals






Adapting to climate
change
Also limit the
contribution to
climate change
Vision for 2030
In 2030, New
Orleans will have
reduced our annual
greenhouse gas
pollution by 50%
from what it is
today.
Next to this vision
lines of defenses
are also
implemented
Modernize our
energy use
Improve our
transportation
choices
Reduce our waste
Create a culture of
awareness and
action















Rotterdam
Rotterdam climate
change adaptation
strategy
October 2013
By Mayor Ahmed
Aboutaleb and City
councilor for
Sustainbility
Alexandra van
Huffelen
Vision for 2025
Rotterdam climate
resistant for by 2025
Adapting around the
robust flood defense
system of Rotterdam
Linking in and
working together

Conclusion
Rotterdam chose for a
climate change adaptation
strategy already in 2013.
In comparison to New
Orleans that chose for a
resiliency / adaptation
strategy 11 years after
Katrina in 2017.

City and citizens
should be save from
the water
City and citizens
should experience
minimal discomfort
of too much or too
less water
The Port of
Rotterdam remains
accessible and safe

Therefore, the main goals
of the strategies diver in
values. Rotterdam is
focusing on the city
development and
experience of the citizens.
New Orleans focusses on
how to reach the goal of
GHG reduction.

Both strategies focus on
adapting to climate
change. However,
Rotterdam focusses on a
climate resistant
Rotterdam by 2025 and
New Orleans focusses on
reducing GHG to 50% by
2030.
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Action
points

















Reduce our reliance
on carbon-intensive
fuels
Save energy and
make our savings
sustainable
resources
Increase resilience
of our energy,
water and sewer
infrastructure
Transform
infrastructure to
reduce car
dependence
Encourage active
transportation
Increase fuel
efficiency, clean
fuel and shared-use
mobility services
Launch a
comprehensive
recycling and waste
reduction initiative
Generate value
from our waste
Grow local lowcarbon economy
Enable data driven
decision-making
and collaboration






The citizens of
Rotterdam are
aware of the effects
of climate change
and know what they
can contribute
Climate change
adaptation
contributes to a
comfortable, livable
and attractive city
Climate change
adaptation
strengthen the
economy and the
image of Rotterdam
Added value for
living environment
Added value for
society
Added value for the
economy
Added value for the
ecology

The strategies diver
significant in action points.
Rotterdam combined
them in 10 points. Which
explain how the
adaptation should add
value. In comparison with
New Orleans that set 10
concrete actions points
that engage and
implement the main goals.

TABLE 5 SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCE ADAPTATION APPROACH (PATTIASINA, 2019)
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7.4 Cultural analysis
In both chapters of the case studies of New Orleans and Rotterdam an extensive explanation is given.
The cultural dimensions of the 6D-model of Hofstede are explained and an elaboration is given of the
scores of the dimensions. Although the cultural dimensions are based on the countries of New
Orleans and Rotterdam, the United Stated and the Netherlands it is a strong indication of the cultural
values of the cities. The table below describes the similarities and differences between the cultures
of the Netherlands and the Unites States. The blue score is the indication for the Netherlands and
the purple score is the indication for the Unites states.

FIGURE 15 COUNTY COMPARISON TOOL THE NETHERLANDS AND THE UNITED STATES (HOSTEDE, 2019)

Dimension

Similarities

Differences

Power Distance

The similarities of the dimension
power distance are relatively high
since the score of the countries
only have a difference of 2 points.

38
NL

40
US

Individualism

The similarities of the dimension
Individualism are relatively high.
The scores of the countries only
diver with 11 points. This
concludes that both countries are
strong “I” oriented societies.

80
NL

91
US

Masculinity

The similarities between the
countries concerning masculinity
are low. The differences in score is
significant of 48 points.

14
NL

62
US

The differences of the
dimension power distance
are relatively low since the
score of the countries only
have a difference of 2 points.
The differences between the
countries concerning the
dimension Individualism is
low. With only a difference of
11 points. Although, it could
be stated that the Dutch
society is slightly less “I”
oriented as the United States.
The differences of the
dimension masculinity is with
a difference in score of 48.
40

Uncertainty
Avoidance

The similarity of the dimension
Uncertainty Avoidance is relatively
high since the score between the
countries have a differences of
only 7 points. Both countries are
not easily alarmed by future risks.

53
NL

46
US

Long term
Orientation

The Similarities for the dimension
Long term Orientation are
significant low considering the
point difference of 41.

67
NL

26
US

Indulgence

The similarity of the dimension
indulgence is high since the score
of the countries are the same. The
same explanation is given for both
countries

68
NL

68
US

Several conclusion can be
made.
The most significant
difference is that the Dutch
society is a feminine society
and the society of the Unites
States is masculine. The
Dutch way of life is more
focused on a correct life /
work balance while the
American way of life is more
focused on success and
achievements at expense of
the quality of life.
The difference of the
dimension Uncertainty
Avoidance is relatively low
since the score of the
countries only diver with 7
points. Although, differences
can be seen in the fact that
the Dutch can have a slight
preference for avoiding
uncertain instead of facing
the future without
precautions.
The differences concerning
the Long term Orientation
dimension is high. The scores
of the countries diver 41
points. A simple conclusion
can identity the two
countries. The Netherlands is
a country where society
values long term orientation.
The United States is a country
where society values a short
term orientation.
The difference of the
indulgence is low since the
score of the countries are the
same. The same explanation
is given for both countries

TABLE 6 SIMILARITY VS DIFFERENCES CULTURAL DIMENSIONS (PATTIASINA, 2019)
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8 Conclusion
The research question of this research is as follows: “How are the climate change adaptation
approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and Rotterdam established and what are the key
differences and similarities?” Analytical guidance during this research was formed by the culture
theory from Hofstede (2013). The Culture Theory is focusing on the differences and clarifications of
cultures in countries by cultural dimensions. Culture derives from bonding values of a society that are
formed by the same basics of human nature. A society is built by individuals, That creates and shape
a person’s personality in combination with experiences and influences from outside.
The same dimensions are used for every country and indicated from 0 until 100, these numbers are
not ratings but basically a tool to be able to compare and indicate the level of the dimensions. The six
dimensions are: power, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation and
indulgence. According to Hofstede the cultural dimension explain how, why and when people react
on particular events.
Rotterdam and New Orleans are the two cities central in this research, both cities have climate
change adaptation approaches. However both cities have a different background and motivation for
creating these climate change adaptation approaches. Although both cities have the climate change
adaptation approach they also differ on how the climate change adaptation approaches should be
achieved. First in chapter 5 and chapter 6 the climate change adaptation approaches are displayed
followed by Chapter 7 that provided an overview of the differences and similarities of the
approaches. These differences can be explained by the use of table 6 from chapter 7.4 this is
discussed in more detail in the next sub chapter.

8.1 Answers questions
To conclude this research the research question and the sub question are answered in the next part
of chapter 8.1.
Sub question 1
How are the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam
established?
The climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam are both created
out of distress for climate change. Both cities have to cope with great risks and effects of
climate change. Rotterdam is already developing multiple strategies regarding their
adaptation approach for over 15 years. Nevertheless this research is focussed on two
documents published by the cities. Both created by the cities itself not supported by the
national government. Both documents are created with the main goal to improve and
develop the situations of the city regarding climate change. New Orleans however released
her first climate change approach document in 2013, after the devastating Hurricane Katrina.
Although New Orleans faced many hurricanes before after hurricane Katrina New Orleans
required long term developments in order to successfully rebuild as explained in interview 2
of table 4 in chapter 7. Although, Rotterdam and New Orleans both continue to share
knowledge via networks such as ‘C40’. The difference of cultures influence the approaches as
table 6 of chapter 7.4 indicates. The dimensions Long term Orientation explains this
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difference the Dutch society values a long term orientation and a US society prefers a short
term approach.

Sub question 2
What are the key similarities of the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans
and Rotterdam?
The key similarities between the adaptation approaches are not as much about the content
but more specific on the approach towards climate change and its risks. Both strategies
defined specific goals attached per year. New Orleans and Rotterdam both commit
themselves by putting that date out there. In addition both strategies are focussing on the
role of citizens and the involvement of the citizens in the process of coping and adapting
towards climate change. Both cities also stated that the citizens need to be aware and should
have the right information and knowledge regarding the future risks of their cities and their
future steps.
Sub question 3
What are the key differences of the climate change adaptation approaches of New Orleans
and Rotterdam?
Although the similarities of the strategies are present there are large differences between
the strategies of Rotterdam and New Orleans. Rotterdam is a more experienced city in the
field of climate change adaptation. The interviews confirmed this impression that the
strategy of Rotterdam provided. Rotterdam is already working on many different projects
and approaches for several years. The strategy of Rotterdam is a more comprehensive
approach in comparison with the more mitigation focussed strategy of New Orleans. This
generates the impression that the New Orleans strategy is not as thorough as the strategy of
Rotterdam. The strategy of New Orleans is focusing on several topics but does not include an
overall story.
Regarding the content of the strategies of Rotterdam and New Orleans. New Orleans chose
for a strategy that is focussing on the contribution to climate change of the city itself. The
strategy provides multiple action plans an goals on how the reach this goal by 2030.
Rotterdam created a strategy that is already a the next step how to adapt to climate change
by adding value to their own city. This strategy also provided goals and action plan on how to
develop and adapt.
Research Question
What are the climate change adaptation approaches of the delta cities New Orleans and
Rotterdam and what are the key differences and similarities?
To conclude this research, the climate adaptation approaches of New Orleans and Rotterdam
diver significant from each other. Rotterdam is further along the time line of adaptation than
New Orleans. Rotterdam is more experienced in the development of climate change
approaches in comparison with New Orleans. Although both cities experience the influence
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of climate change New Orleans in the most alarming ways the city started to develop
strategies years after Rotterdam. This could be related to cultural differences, the society of
the Netherlands and the United States have different values concerning long term
orientation and the acceptance of masculinity in society. However, the core values of the
strategies are the prepare and adapt for climate change. This by involving citizens providing
knowledge and create awareness. The differences of the approaches towards climate change
adaptation can be related back to the cultural values of the Netherlands and the United
states. The Dutch are already working with water for over 1000 years avoiding uncertainties.
Which is in theory already adapting to the circumstances. The people of New Orleans started
to look more closely to climate change adaptation after a major natural disaster whereby
New Orleanians are more focused on the short term consequences instead of the long term
uncertainties.
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8.2 Reflection
This sub-chapter is a reflection of the research executed in this bachelor thesis. The bachelor thesis is
a mandatory part of the pre-master Environment & Society, this pre-master is finalized in 1.5 school
year. Because of adjusted time frame of this bachelor thesis this reflection will focus on the content
of the research and methods chosen for this research. There will also be reflection on the progress
and course of the research situation.
This research has a strong foundation, because of the choice of the theory in combination with the
chosen case cities. Supported by a thoroughly desk and literature research on the case cities as well
as the climate change adaptation approaches of both cities. It could be stated that for this particular
research many different theories could have been chosen, concerning the field of spatial planning,
environmental theory or focusing more on climate and adaptation. Although this is true, it does not
mean that the Culture Theory by Hofstede did not contain the essential requirements to assist this
research. The Culture Theory is a research theory applied for many years and therefor a reliable
theory. In addition to this argument the Culture Theory did analyze and clarify the case cities culture.
Because of this analyzes the similarity and differences analysis of the climate change adaptation
approaches of the case cities became fast more logical and recognizable. The analysis of chapter 7
provided a strong structural basis for the conclusion.
Regarding the case cities, naturally a dozen other cities could have been chosen for this research. If,
another combination of cities would have been chosen it could have been a stronger or a weaker
research. This of course depends the results from the research. Although Rotterdam and New
Orleans may seem random a lot of thought and research was done before making the decisions of
this combination. As the results of this research show the differences and similarities of these case
cities and their approaches are incredible interesting and have high scientific and social relevance.
In addition to the chosen case cities it was not an easy tasks to be able to find the right people for the
interviews. It was difficult to find the people in New Orleans since the city was already working on
the adaptation approach before they actual defined it. Therefore it was difficult to find the right
people and when found, it was even more difficult to make the appointment work considering time
differences and the nature of the research.
As mentioned previously in the introduction this research has been executed over a time frame of
1.5 school year. It became clear that I would not finish me pre-master in time before September
2018 and therefore I could not start the Masters in September 2018. I did not work on the research
for 1.5 year, but I divided it in different parts. Because of this the different stages of research
sometimes crossed each other. For example I did not totally finish all the literature research before
my interviews. This is of course not how I scheduled it but because of the different time frames I
worked on my thesis this sometimes crossed. I have learned a lot from this process, I am going to
name a couple of them.
 Continue the research in one flow.
o Because of the breaks in between it was sometime difficult to start the whole
process of writing and researching again.
o Research methods and schedules are crossing one and other. Which is not the most
effective and reliable way of doing research
 Because time was not a concern:
o Set a clear deadline for the research and stick to this deadline.
o Start in time with approaching the right people for interviews.
In conclusion this research is a strong research with a respectable theory and thorough research is
executed. During the execution of the research self-set deadlines should have been more respected
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which would have made the research less challenging and the process would have been more
effective.

8.3 Recommendations
This study focused on the climate change adaptation strategies of two delta cities in two different
countries. The theory of culture guided this research in order to keep understanding why and how
the cities climate change adaptation approaches differ and link the similarities. This was an
interesting and practical approach for this research with high value during the comparison phase.
Hopefully this research will be followed by many studies that contribute to the development of
climate change adaptation approaches on local and national level in order to progress. In addition to
this development I would recommend:
 Continue researching the influence of cultural differences on spatial planning and climate
change approaches. As well as to execute research on climate change adaptation approaches
specific. Climate change is a global phenomenon, it is tackled differently by every union,
country and city. By understanding each other’s differences and value the approach of other
cities and countries the opportunity arrives that countries and cities can learn from each
other.
 The ‘C40’ and ‘100 Resilient Cities’ networks are great examples where society saw an
opportunity to connect knowledge. For that reason it would also be extremely valuable and
interesting to study how these collaboration between cities influence the climate change
adaptation approaches during the actual partnerships. In addition to the how question it
would also be interesting and valuable to see to what extend the collaboration positively or
negatively influence the climate change approaches.
Overall climate change will continue for the next decades and people and cities will continue to
adapt therefore, research concerning climate change adaptation is obligatory to carry on.
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Appendices I – Interviewees
City
Rotterdam

Rotterdam

New Orleans

New Orleans &
Rotterdam

Function
Government
Employee of
Rotterdam
department of
Government
Employee of
Rotterdam
department of
Government
employee of New
Orleans department of
X
Between 2004 un till
2018
Government
employee of the
ministry of
Infrastructure and
Water

Date
14-01-2019

By means of
Email

17-05-2018

Face to Face

18-05-2018

Skype

13-05-2018

Phone call
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Appendices II - Interview guide

Interview Guide
Research topic: Climate change adaptation strategies of the delta cities New Orleans and
Rotterdam

Interviewee
University
Student nr
Study

Judy Pattiasina
Radboud University Nijmegen
S1013165
Pre-master Environment & Society
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Interview overview
Information Interviewee:
 After permission the interview will be recorded on a mobile phone.
 The recording will be used for transcription purposes only. The transcription is used to
analyse the gathered data.
 The transcription will be shared with the interviewee, within one week after receiving the
transcription the interviewee can send remarks for possible adjustments.
 The interviewee is free to withdraw from the research any moment during the research.
 The research will be uploaded to the open archive of the Radboud University, the interview
will be presented as anonymous.
Introduction interview
 30 – 45 minutes interview
 Primary goal of the interview is to perceive your view and knowledge on the subject.
Interview topic
 Research question: How are the climate change adaptation strategies of the delta cities New
Orleans and Rotterdam established and what are the key differences and similarities?


Research aim: To understand why and when the adaptation strategies of New Orleans and
Rotterdam are constructed in a modern society. How the climate change adaptation
strategies of New Orleans and Rotterdam are different and similar from each other.
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Interview questions
Biographical information
1.1

Name

1.2

Age

1.3

Current position
Personal connection
Key question: Is the adaptation strategy of personal interest?

2.1

Are you living in or near Rotterdam or New Orleans?

2.2

Do you have personal interest in the climate change adaptation strategy of New Orleans or
Rotterdam?

2.3

Is your current position related to the subject of the research?

`

Adaptation strategy
Key question: How and when is an adaptation strategy of importance?
3.1

What is your perception of an adaptation strategy?

3.2

Why is an adaptation strategy of importance in your opinion?

3.3

How is a national adaptation strategy different from a city adaptation strategy?

3.4

do you have a preference for national or local adaptation strategy?

Involvement climate change adaptation strategy
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4.1

Are you or have you been involved in the climate change adaptation strategy of Rotterdam or
New Orleans?

4.2

when have you been involved in the climate change adaptation strategy of ….?

New Orleans
5.1

When were you involved in the climate change adaptation strategy of New Orleans?

5.2

How were or are you involved in the adaptation strategy of New Orleans?

5.3

How is or was the approach towards the development and implementation of the adaptation
strategy of New Orleans?

5.4

What are in your opinion the important elements of the adaptation strategy of New Orleans?

5.5

What would you prefer to see different and how?

Rotterdam
6.1

When were you involved in the climate change adaptation strategy of Rotterdam?

6.2

How were or are you involved in the adaptation strategy of Rotterdam?

6.3

How is or was the approach towards the development and implementation of the adaptation
strategy of Rotterdam?
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6.4

What are in your opinion the important elements of the adaptation strategy of Rotterdam?

6.5

What would you prefer to see different and how?
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Appendices III – Population table
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Appendices IV – Köppen-Geiger climate classification
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